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And this is my opinion: thosemen or women
Who never had children of their ownat’all-

* '

^verjthose whpar

rirheyliveexemptfrommahy troubles.

t ,* 5 tup in dreiy,homes,.^
'-the sweetgift of children I see always

, , . , fy* *
B(rfden?4^dj^p|n .with incessant worry, ,*

*

First’, how to reaf them in health and safety, ‘ A
And. bequeath them, in tiroe, enough to live on;; . ,

And then this further anxiety:

f ,Xhey. can never know whether all their toil
> ^

Is spent for worthy or .worthless children, i , t ,,

‘ And bfeyond the common ills that attend

All human- life there is one still worse:

Suppose" at'last they are pretty well off,

Their children have grown up, and, what’s more,

. Are kind and honest: then what happens?

A throw of chance - and there goes Death

Bearing off your child into the unknown.

Then why should mortals thank the gods,

-•/ Who add to their load, already grievous'

This one more grief, for their children’s sake,
1

feSMost grievous ofall ?
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“ -THAT'S y«w MiVA !"

Call it what it is. Ditch the euphemisms: it’s not a coolie, for

crissakes. Don’t infantilize it or make it twee. “Children who know
and use the correct anatomical terms discourage perpetrators.”

"STO?!"
“Stop” needs to be meaningful and empowering. When
you’ve got them on the carpet in uncontrollable laughter during

a dckle war and they tell you to stop, stop! Teach them “that

they get to say what happens to their bodies.”
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Have a no-secret family. Secrets get shared with mom and dad.

“A culture of secrecy is one of the foundations that perpetrators

require and seek to establish.” Encourage openness.
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When your child returns from an event you Weren’t at,

don’t ask: Wereyou a goodgirl/boy? Didyou do whatyou

were told? Ask: Did you feel safe? “Strive to keep open channels

of communication with your children.”*

Your child’s body is their own. They shouldn’t have to kiss

or hug relatives no matter how much the relative guilts them

or you about it. “Children must never be forced to show affection.’

If your kid wants to do nothing as a goodbye—that’s okay, too.
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Our older daughter [she is four] is somewhat DEATH-

OBSESSED lately. This startles us. Some excerpts from her /

insights and inquiries:

flonnfi
1.

Jojo: I found parry bear [a long-forgotten stuffed animal]. I

don't know if he's hibernating or dead. We have to wait and

see if he wakes up.

2 .

Jojo: Daddy, I wonder what you look like when you die.
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3 .

Jojo: You and mommy need to have more kids so that if Cece

and me die you won't be alone.

4 .

Jojo: [after getting upset because I've told her to wash her

hands] If you make me cry one more time I'm going to say

goodbye to my whole family except me. Does that hurt your

feelings? It would be fun to live in a world with nobody.

5 .

Jojo: Mommy, I just told Cece that on the outside she's Cece
and on the inside she's a skeleton.

6 .

Jojo: [to Cece playing with Anna and Elsa action figures] Say

she's dead, Cece. The mommy's dead—that's when you look

like you're sleeping.

7 .

Jojo: Cece, I love you, but when people get old they die.

Cece: Did you hear that? I farted.
a
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“The idea that motherhood

is inherently somehow a

threat to creativity is just absurd.”

— Zadie Smith
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This Be The Verse . aCVV

They fuck you up, your mum and dad.

They may not mean to, but they do.

They fill you with the faults they had

And add some extra, just for you.

But they were fucked up in their turn

By fools in old-style hats and coats.

Who half the time were soppy-stern

And half at one another's throats.

Man hands on misery to man.';1

It deepens like a coastal shelf.

Get out as early as you can.

And don't have any kids yourself.
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"When you were young, you needed something you did not

receive, and you will never receive it. And the proper attitude

A child, more than all other gifts ... is mOUming—not blame."
brings hope with it and forward-looking thoughts ”

—

George Eliot I

Below : Front view of
the breast showing the
lactiferous ducts-,
through which the milk
flows. Milk is stored
between feeds and
released by sucking.

—Robert Bly
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Sociologists

United Statp

distress moi

counterpart

more depr£
emotions

children hcf

who never

find that as a group, parents in the

ss experience depression and emotional

3 often than their childless adult

iS. Parents of young children report far

;ssion, emotional distress, and other negative

jan non-parents, and parents of grown

jve no better well-being than adults

Shad children.

-Robin W.jSimon, "The Joys of Parenthood, Reconsidered,"

Contexts, Spring 2008.
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